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The Short Story Unit-   

Introduction to Prose Passsages: Structure, Symbol, and Tone 

  LAFS:   

LAFS.1112.RL.1.1  

LAFS.1112.RL.1.2  

LAFS.1112.RL.1.3  

LAFS.1112.RL.2.5  

LAFS.1112.RL.2.6  

LAFS.1112.W.4.10  

LAFS.1112.W.1.1  

LAFS.1112.L.3.4 

LAFS.1112.L.3.5 

 

Learning Goals: 

 Students will be able to identify the typical prose response questions on an AP exam. 

 Students will be able to annotate a prose passage and will formulate an argument regarding their 

notes. 

 Students will be able to understand and appreciate how Structure, Symbol, and Tone are 

instrumental in communicating the central idea of a short story. 

 Students will be able to correctly incorporate tone and style vocabulary and literary devices in 

their discussions and timed writes. 

 Students will be able to share annotated short stories in a Socratic format by supporting their 

claims with textual evidence and supporting and refuting their classmates’ claims.  

 Students will be able to answer multiple choice questions which demonstrate their understanding 

of Structure, Symbol, and Tone in prose passages. 

 Students will be able to write an effective timed analysis on a prose passage which asks them to 

apply their knowledge of Chapters 5-7 Structure, Symbol, and Tone. 

 Students will demonstrate an improvement in the areas of creating an arguable claim, defending 

that claim with textual evidence, using effective transitions and connective tissue, concluding 

without restating, and avoiding errors on the writing expectations sheet. 

Activities: 10/3/16 -- 10/7/16 

M: SMELLS Due. Show the deadlines for next indie. Alternative quiz set 7.  Let students know 

what I will need for them to do tomorrow with an annotating exercise on prose. 

HW: Read “The Birthmark” and answer questions.  Read transcendentalism and anti-

transcendentalism. For Thursday-- on website.   
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T: Annotate Ahab’s Wife excerpt.  ID purpose and techniques.  List 10 possible MC questions.  

 HW:  See work for M. 

W:  Discuss annotations.  Groups to discuss feasibility for Purpose ID.  Choose best one MC 

question from each member and exchange with another group to answer. Correct each other’s 

papers.  Last 8 minutes complete the workbook MC for that passage.  Give them a copy of 

professor’s analysis.  

 HW:   See above   

 

TH: Socratic on “The Birthmark” using our discussion questions. 

HW: Continue reading indie and watch the annotating video on “Johnny Got His Gun.” 

Mark up for yourself for class. 

F: Writing workshop.  Review errors from indie paper. Focus issue TBA. Work with individual 

students with 4 or lower. SMELL for Monday.  

HW: SMELL and Read background on Tone and Theme chapters including the 

student essays.  

NOTES: 

Poe criticism language. If you have never read a Poe story, read one. 

A and P 

A Good Man is Hard to Find 

Write on Thursday. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


